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For Immediate Release 

SALWA ZEIDAN GALLERY ANNOUNCES INAUGURAL OF NEW 
GROUP EXHIBIT UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF  
H.E. SHEIKH NAHAYAN MABARAK AL NAHAYAN 

Abu Dhabi, UAE – October 31st,  2022 – As part of its ongoing goal of contributing to 
the vibrant art scene of the capital, the Salwa Zeidan Gallery announced it will be 
hosting a group exhibition titled “ART MIX” under the Patronage & Presence of H.E. 
Sheikh Nahayan Mabarak Al Nahayan, Minister of Tolerance and Coexistence 

The exhibition will include a host of the gallery’s top performing and talented artists 
whose works come in a variety of mediums and styles including paintings and 
sculptures. The official inaugural ceremony of “ART MIX” is scheduled to take place at 
18:00 on the 9th of November, 2022.  

This group show will bring a vibrant array of color coming to life in diverse modes of 
expression and styles with a lineup of artworks that will see viewers enjoying the beauty 
of Marble, stones, and Aluminum, like never before. 

“Group Exhibitions are truly the pulse of resonating culture in every region they serve, 
and it is vital that every single artwork displayed be powerful enough to positively 
expand the viewer’s mind and draw them deeper into the art world, says gallery 
director, Salwa Zeidan, “I’m confident art lovers in Abu Dhabi are going to find this line 
up highly engaging and inspiring” 



About the Salwa Zeidan Gallery 

Salwa Zeidan Gallery is a Contemporary Art Gallery that was reopened in 2009, after 
being established in 1994 in Abu Dhabi. The gallery represents artists from all around 
the globe by offering them a space to showcase their work in the Middle East’s capital 
of art and culture: Abu Dhabi.  The facility enables International and Middle Eastern 
contemporary masters as well as emerging Emirati artists with mediums spanning from 
paintings, photography and sculptures to installation and performance art to showcase 
their works to art lovers and connoisseurs from across the UAE and beyond.  The style 
of works displayed at the gallery bare a resemblance when it comes to a minimalist 
vision and sensibility, all of which are personally reviewed and selected by Salwa 
Zeidan herself to ensure that these carry an emotional artistic touch rather than a 
commercial and mechanical feel.  
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